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In Survey of the New Testament, Paul Benware approaches the New Testament in three helpful
segments: the anticipation, institution, and fulfillment of the new covenant. Questions will be
addressed such as 'What is the purpose of life?' and 'Can I be freed from guilt and sin?' This
handy primer will help any student of the Bible understand the content, unity, and progression of
the New Testament.

About the AuthorDR. PAUL BENWARE (B.A., Los Angeles Baptist College, Th.M., Dallas
Theological Seminary, Th.D., Grace Theological Seminary) is currently teaching in the Bible
department at Southwestern College in Pheonix, Arizona. A former faculty member of the Los
Angeles Baptist College (now the Master¿s College) and Chicago¿s Moody Bible Institute, Dr.
Benware has continued to be involved in several local churches, often holding pastoral or staff
positions. Dr. Benware is the author of seven books including Understanding End Times
Prophecy, The Believer¿s Payday, surveys of both the Old and New Testaments, and a newly
published commentary on the Book of Daniel, as well as numerous articles published in journals
and magazines. Dr. Benware lives with his wife, Anne, in Litchfield Park, Arizona. They have four
children and six grandchildren.
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Lina, “Awesome book. This book is amazing. It is full of Biblical knowledge and it taught me so
much. It was suggested to purchase this book for a New Testament class taken at my church”

CD, “Worth it. I enjoy reading the New Testament. I have always wondered about the historical
background that was going on during its' writing. Not exhaustive, but able to shed some light on
the background of each book found in the New Testament. Well worth it.”

Elendor Harris, “You make me feel Brand New!. Nothing like a good book that helps you learn
more about God's word.  Author was thorough and practical.  Easy and enjoyable book!”

Remae, “Great read. Love this book”

TripleR, “Arrived promptly. Arrived promptly and in good condition. Minimal writing/highlighting. 6
marks in the whole book. Using as a required textbook but I will be keeping this book. Looks
great!”

Karen S, “Life Christian University.. I bought this for my Kindle because the printing in the book
was too small. I am taking classes at Life Christian University here in Jacksonville, Florida. The
class is only once a week and you only have to pay for one course at a time.”

Corry Heinze, “I would recommend - fairly easy read. This was a fairly easy book to use/read. It
provided a strong overview of the New Testament. I would recommend for anyone who is
wanting an over of the NT or someone who needs research material for the NT.”

Cleo, “Wonderful. Being used in my course work at Bible College. Information is clear and one
can easily read and understand with clarity”

IamSwan, “Needed.. High price. But in every aspect it's best.”

The book by Paul N. Benware has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 305 people have provided feedback.
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